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The truth shall not live quietly.
July 27, 1993 Volume 2 Issue 9

Portsmouth, Ohio

SEA-University continues negotiations
Media blackout expires in Aui:ust

By Bill Holmes
UC Editor-in-Chief

Negotiations continue in the
collective bargaining process betweenthefacultyunion, the Shawnee
Educational Association (SEA) and
the University. The contract will
expire as of August 31. Both sides in
the negotiations agreed to a media
blackout at the end of June. This

policy means that neither side will
report to media gathering agencies
on the negotiations. The blackout
will be in effect until the first week
of August, unless both parties agree
to continue the policy.
The negJiating team for the
University is: Sue Porter, Esq.(SSU
Attomey),Dr. DavidCreamer(Vice-

president of Business Affairs), Dr.
Dennis M. Travis (Dean of Arts/
Sciences), and Dr. Scott Come (Associate Provost for Academic Affairs). Representing the SEA are:
Dr. Jeff Bauer (Associate Professor
of Geology and President of the
SEA), Bill Penn (Associate ProfesSee Negotiationson page S

SSU revises smoking policy=======
By Brian J. Overman
use of smokeless tobacco products
shall be prohibited in all buildings
and other enclosed structures owned
or leased by the University."
The policy goes on to prohibit
smoking and the use of smokeless
tobacco products in "all vehicles
ownedorleased bythe University or
groups and organizations connected
with the University."
The only exception to the policy
S~e Smoking page 4

UC News Editor
In the May 20 session, under a

motion from Virginia Hamilton of
the Student Affairs Committee, the
University Faculty Association
(UFA) approved a revised policy
regarding the use of tobacco products on University facilities (Policy
No. 5.08 Revised). According to the
new policy, recommended by Paul
Crabtree, Vice President of Student
Affairs at SSU, "Smoking and the

nicle
Shawnee State University

~lvent vapors posed potential

health hazards========

By Brian J. Overman
UC News Editor
The following inter-0ffice mem~
randmn, dated July 15, 1993, was
distributed via E-Mail to ALL-INONE users from the office of Daniel
1
I l:14
Young,DirectorofFacilitiesat
.
. .. ,,,.:

am:

''The fumes that have been experienced throughout the Massie Complex are a by-product of the asbestos
removal contractor's process. The
solution used to encapsulate and dissolve the mastic that secures[s] the
old tile is what people are smelling.
.A complex effort in closi.bg up the
return air ducts was not complied to
as one air duct was not closed, consequently,. vapors were released into
the return air duct system. This
return air duct· supplied ajr to the

entire Complex with vapors.
The vapors are not toxic in natw"e and an MSDS sheet is available in my office if a person is
concerned about immediate health
problems.
The company has been requested to discontinue the spreading of the solvent and will not continue untilafter4:00 PM tommorow
afternoon (Friday, July 16th). The
continuation ofthis process will not
S13rt until proper ·barriers and air
systems have been properly put in
place."
According to Young, the mastic remover ·was used in a wellventilated area, as is directed, and
workers were evacuated when a
See Vapors page 4
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truth should not live quietly"
Groundbreaking for the Center for the Arts held 'The
An open lettertothe University Community

"A place for the spirit."

By Bill Holmes
UC Editor-in-Chief

By Anne Hackman
UC Junior Copy Editor

On Monday, July I 9,
groundbreaking ceremonies were
conducted for the Center for the
Arts, the newest addition to the
Shawnee State campus. Scheduled
for completion in July, 1995, the
center is the fourth major construction project to be initiated at the
University since 1986. The I 02,000
sq. ft. structure, located at Second
and Gay Streets, will house the art,
theater, and music departments. The
cost is expected to exceed the $16.5
million appropriated for the project.
The center has been in the planSee Arts page 6

Spc:.kcr cf Ca: Ohio House Vern Riffe addresses
the audience gathered for the Center for the Arts
ground breaking ceremony.
•

!;i~i~:1;7vJ?m~~king lot closed=====~
UC News Editor

With the beginning of construetion on the Center for the Arts building, the parking lot west of the University Library was permanently
closed as of July 14, 1993.
Parking facilities are available
for Shawnee State students on the
parking lots east of the library and
east of the University Center.
According to Daniel Young,
Director of Facilities at Shawnee
State, "The Fine/Performing Arts
Building and its respective materials drop area will consume around

150 graveled lot parking spaces."
The loss of these 150 spaces
drops the total number of available
parking spaces at the University to
1,346.
According to a report released
by the Inter-University Council of
Ohio, in the 1992-93 academic year
Shawnee State University had 3630
students enrolled and 471 employees.
With the closing of the library
parking lot, ·only the parking lots
east of the library and east of the
personnel building are still in viola-

tionofacityordinancewhichmakes
it illegal for parking facilities within
the city limits to be unsurfaced
(gravel).
CitySolicitorRichardT.Schisler
said, "There is an ordinance which
preventsgravellotsinthecity. Ithas
never been discussed by city council
and to my knowledge no exemption
has been granted, and I don't know
who would have the authority to
grant any exception."
David L. Gleason, University
Facilities Planner, said "There isan
See Parking page 4

Currently the Shawnee Educational
Association (SEA} and the University
are undergoing the collective bargaining process that is outlined ·in Chapter
4117 of the Ohio Revised Code. Both
sides are diligently working to avert a
possible strike, like the one that hap~:
pened in 1990; However, one thing is
different: the closed door policy of both
sides, which they refer to as a media
blackout.
Many ]()gical reasons for such a
maneuver were brought up by Sue Porter, SSU Attorney, and Jeff Bauer, SEA
President. I agree with many of the
reasons, in essence, and believe that this
is not a grand conspiracy on the part of
the two ,1egotiating groups as some may
wish to speculate. However, students at
this University need to be infonned and
The Chronicle will do everything in its
power to keep them and the Univesrity
Community infonned about the negotiations.
As negotiations begin, there is very
little to report on and often it can tum
into a media free-for-all. However, I
urge the leaders of the SEA and the
Universityto not extend this media blackout past the deadline. It is time to
provide infonnation to the student body,
since the time of reckoning is at hand.
Students should not be left in a void.
Therefore, 11,e Chronicle, which is currently honoring the blackout, will become active in the search for news, not
rumor. After the deadline we shall not
honor any extensions in the blackout and
will use any means necessary to obtain
infonnation ..

I believe that a university should
stand for freedomofinfonnation. While
it is true that students may be used as
pawns by both sides, this is a university. The people here are adults and
have the right to make their own judgements. l fear one of the judgements
will be that the University forgot about
the students in the 1993 negotiations.
Students need to be able to make important decisions now regarding Fall
quarter, and should not be kept in the
darlc. For if there are no official statements, rumors will be acc~pted as truth
and that will not help either side.
Both sides have much at stake in
these talks, personal stakes. The faculty are concerned about job security,
benefits, and wages for themselves
and their families. The administration
is facing budget problems and shortfalls for the upcoming years following
the end of Shawnee State's Golden
Era. Administration may have to deal
with more lay-offs at the University.
Any solution is a double-edged sword
for both s.ides when dealing with tight
figures that are difficult to change.
This matter is close to the heart and the
pocketbook. There is no shame in admitting that it is simply the world we
live in.
There is but one problem There is
a voice that is not being heard in this battle
of riglis, the smdents. This is not a tw~
sided conflict, but a multi-faceted problem The students here at SSUhave something else at stake which cannot really be
measured by data or pie charts ...their future. I find that this blackout, with no OUk.'f
See Letter page 11
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Opinion
SSU Professor questions the success of
· Sweden's social policies======~;;;;;;;;;;
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Editor's Note: The following is When Prime Minister Olof Palma
At the moment one third of the
a ••Letter to the Editor'' responding was assassinated in 1986 this was a Swedish government's entire budto Brian J. Ovenuan's column "The tremendous shock to the Swedes get is just interest payments on past
United States to Sweden: Why ask precisely because it was unprec- debt piled up by providing benefits
why?" in the July 13, 1993 issue of edented. Not only does Sweden pro- that apparently the Swedes weren't
The University Chronicle:
vide physical security, until quite prepared to pay for in taxes. (Sowtd
I read with interest Brian recently it has had the most fully familiar?)
Overman'sJuly 13thcolumninThe developed welfare state outside of
Even at that, taxes in Sweden
Chronicle. The gist of the column the now-defunct Communist bloc. take an incredible 67 percent of the
seemed to be that Americans don't Unfortunately that fabled Swedish country's gross domestic producreceive very good value in govern- physical and financial security has tion, down from 70 percent in 1990.
ment services for every dollai: they come at a rather high cost. A recent
Sweden is a remarkable country
are assessed in taxes. I agree with article in Forbes (May 24, 1993) in many ways, one of which is its
Mr. Overman on this point but I details some of the costs. Presently past willingness to accept extraordiwonder about his seemingly pre- Swedish unemployment is about narily high tax rates in exchange for
ferred alternative: Sweden.
12%, significantly above that in the the collective provision of services
Sweden does have its good United States. Sweden may have a more commonly purchased privately
points. You are much less likely to higher minimum wage than the by Americans. (With a population
be blown away on the sidewalks of United States but minimum wage of only 8 millon an astounding 1.5
Stockholm than, say, New York. laws don't guarantee anyone a job. million work for the government

directly or indirectly.) Swedes now
are cutting back on their welfare
state, recognizing that among other
things it led to a 25 percent absentee
rate from work, a growth rate of the
"underground economy", and declining industrial vigor. Ifthe United
States is ever to develop a social
welfare state akin to that of the
Swedish system before it got out of
control (say before 1965) then the
national character will have to
change. Voluntary socialism seems
to work best in homogenous societies. One ofthe United States' glories
and liabilities is its rampant pluralism and unbridled individualism.
John Kelley, SSU Associate Professor of History/Government.

Cigarettes are killers========

By Roman DuVall
uc Staff Writer
following statistics provided by the
Many airlines and hospitals are American Cancer Society:
instituting strict no-smoking poliSmokers have twice the risk of
cies. Non-smokers praise this deci- dying from a heart attack as do nonsion, saying their lungs and overall smokers. Smoking is the single cause
health will improveasaresultofthe of about 30 percent of all cancers,
new rules. But smokers feel this is anditisresponsiblefor87percentof
an infringement on their personal lungcancercases.Smokingincreases
rights.
· the risk of miscarriage, lowers birth
However you feel about the is- weight, and increases the likelihood
sue of personal rights, one fact re- of health problems during infancy.
Smoking is related to approximains: CIGARETTES CAN
KILL!
mately 434,000 premature deaths
Peoplewhosmokesaytheyknow each year and perhaps 250 million
all the facts and understand the harm- people now living in developed counful effects that cigarettes can have tries will die as a result of smoking.
.on their personal health and well- Smoking has been implicated as a
being. Yet, they continue to smoke. risk factor in cancers of the mouth,
I am not writing this a~cle to criti- pharynx, larynx, esophagus, pancize anyone for smoking or to pass creas, uterus, cervix, kidney and
judgement on them; rather, I have bladder. Cigarette smoke contains
a serious question with how anyone more than 4,000 known chemicals,
could continue to smoke given the 40 of which have been proven to be

other guy." I once thought that, too.
carcinogenic.
Smoking increases the risk of All told now, I have lost two grandlung cancer over tenfold and has fathers, one grandmother and, most
made lung cancer the # I cancerous recently, my father to lung cancer
killer of American women. ·
and a heart attack: all as a direct
Approximately 46 million result of cigarette smoking.
Another statistic from the AmeriAmericans currently smoke cigacan Cancer Society states that smokrettes.
It is my sincere hope that smokers ing is the single most impc11ant PREwho read this piece will give these VENTABLE cause of death in our
statistics some serious thought and society. To think that my father could
willrecoosidertheirdecisionto smoke. still be around had he never developed
'Those who choose to continue to the smoking habit and that his death
smoke, given the hazards involved, was preventable sometimes really
have a perfect right to do so. Lest you angers me.
Fer all those who smoke: if you
think that I am merely quoting meaningless statistics about health hazards won't quit fer yourselves, think pf
that will never happen to you, let me your loved ones and what you would
miss if you would die prematurely as
tell you of my own experience:
As with many diseases, cancer a result of your habit. Hopefully, this
included, the prevailing opinion of will not happen, but the statistics speak
those who are at risk is: "It will for themselves... SMOKING CAN
never happen to me, only to the KILL YOU!

Yoshio Miyauchi, a Tokyo high-schoofbaseball coach, immolated himself on NewYear s Eve in
1

1981 following a team argument over the dangers of smoking _

· .

Source:News of the Weird

The University Chronicle Letter to the Editor Policy
The University 9hronicle encourages its readers to respond to the ¢ditor and express th~ir vi~wsahd opinions
of articles appearing irt the newspaper.
.
.... · . ·..•·
i
Address letters to: Letter to the Editor, The University Chronicle, SSU, Massje 411, 940 Second Stre~t.
Portsmouth, Ohio 45662. Letters may also be personally delivered ·to th~. newspaper office. in Massie 41 h
The best read letters are brief. Writers should limit their correspondence to 150 words. The Universit}
.
.
.
Chronicle reserves the . right to edit letterst9rJength.
The University Chronicle reserves the rightto riot publish letters containing obscenities, profanity or libel
The University Chronicle reserves the right to limit publication ofletters from frequent writers. The UniversitJ,
Chronicle also reserves the right to not publish letters which appeared in other n~wspapers.
All letters must be signed and contain addresses an,d telephone numbers of writers for verification.
..
.
.
Writers must sign above their typed names.
Writers who personally deliver letters to the. newspaper office niay be asked to show identification
Other forms of verification will be used for le~ers mailed to The University Chronicle.
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Opinion'

July 27, 1993

Waverly Ohio: On child rearing ======== = = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

By Brian J .. Overman
UC News Editor
On this particular journey.into ·
what many consider to be the overly
opinionated worldofUbermensch, I
find myself seated in the waiting
room of out family doctor in
Waverly; Ohio. I use the term' 'fama
ily' • yery sparingly, considering that
our family is not entirely that familiar, but that is. another opinion.
I have just been informed that,
withoutmyknowledge,mydoctor's .
appointment has been changed from
1:00 pm t,:,. 2:00 pm. On this occa~
sion I am altogether blithe about
waiting the extra hour it takes to get
into the office, considering that this
is the third time I have taken the
hour-long trip from Portsmouth to
try and get into the doctor. This
wmamed doctor's incompetence in
proper scheduling is another matter
altogether, but it is during this extra
hour that I learned my first lesson on
child rearing. It is that concern that
I want to address in this opinion.
I am seated ~,this less than

comfortable waiting room, and ffuti expected attempts at initial commu- · gling like a child amused when the
All children are innocent, and
surrounded bya number of charac- nication.
word "Hell' ' ismurmuredinchorch. therefore wise in their innocence. A
·All this time J see no response
ters. Facing me, there i~a 13 yearThe child, seeing that she is COQl- white child does not discriminate
old girl who remin<is me ofmy ex- from the mother .. She doesn't try to Il'lunicating with her mother, shouts against a black child until an adult
girlfriend in her Ulll()Cence in youth. reward the girl for being correct, or it again and again.. The mother is teaches prejudice. A child does not
I am ·strangely attracted to her...but even try to ~Ip her more correctly soon practically hysterical with know that he should hate a Muslim
I'll save that for Freud, and another identify tlicf water fountain. She laughter, and I l.lil1 saddened. I am until an adult teaches it to be a
·angered!
Christian. A child does not know
opinion.
·•····•
Beside me is a vecy large,
I tum to the mother to that a homosexual is a bad man until
bearded man wearing bibs
inalce my inquisition: ' ' Have a mother teaches her child that deand cultivating one of the
youtaught her
· rogatory terms like "fag" are cute
oddest stenches I'ye ever
to say ''nigger'' yet? and fun for everyone. A child is
relatively close, to. I
How about Jew?"
innocent until itis adulterated into
··· ·Themotherscowlsatine adult.
keep thinking how pleased I
would be if "Uncle Elmer"
anci'sc()()ps up the child into ·
I believe that hate wiH reign and
By
were here to be hermetically
her arms; as ifl were going domi_nate .our culture until we all
sealed, or at least sponged
to attack the little girl. I'm learn to become children, innocent
Brian J. Overman
down during his visit. Once
sure it's the little girl who children. Only then will we be men,
again, malodorous men are
doing the attacking higher men.
will
to be saved for another opinsomeday. Icanseehershoutthose who disagree, teach
ion:.
ing"FAG!" as the gay bash- yourchildhowfunnytJ:ieword' 'fag"
So behind me, that is where the simply ignores the little one.
ing g<>es on. And . I'm sure
is.. .The future of the KKK and the
lesson awaits. I am hearing a young
Now comes the shock. ·The little mother would be giggling with de-- · . N~Nazi movement depend on it.
girl screaming her first attempts at girl jumps up and down and begins light.
'
. J; There is nothing to hate, but hate
building a vocabulary, She repeat- to·shout, "FAG!" ( turn to make
l can :PQt believe that a mother itself.
edly points to the water fountain and sure I am really hearing this fto111 a would allO\\I an innocentchild to be
Brian ./.; Overman is the UC
shouts, "Drink!" along with other toddler, and I find the mother gig- exposed to such hatred.
News Editor

••
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Notes from the Mound ParkWorksite

Saturday, June 17, saw the beginning of the culmination of several months of effort as a huge
contigent of Native Amei:icans
swept down upon Mound Park
and set to work to preserve one
of the few remaining Horseshoe Mounds.
Frightened settlers on the
south side of the street pulled
their Lazy-Boy recliners in a
circle and watched through
parted curtains, muttering,
"What the heck? Theinjuns are
attacking. Where's John Wayne
when you need him?"
But these Indians wielded
no tomahawks or flaming arrows; theycarriedpowerscrewdrivers and angle squares. And
there would be no cavalry charging to the rescue; these Indians
were the favalry and they were
in Mound Park to rescue one of
the last remaining Horseshoe
Mounds in existence. AND THE
CHRONICLE WAS THERE!
This has undoubtedly been
one of the most difficult weekends ofmy life. I really wanted
to be part of the important work
going on at the Mound. At the
same time, I had to retain enough
journalistic integrity to report
the story ·c orrectly. This is not
an easy line to tread at any time;
tn.!~!s.R~t;., SC),!ll,~;of t~e., th_itt~.

,-... to.say

"

·~

that I'm sure you will assume is a strange thing to actually
that my objectivity went right see. The quiet is-almost deafenout the window. I said in my ing, becauseitissounexpected.
story that through the entire
On the lighter side, I hope
workdayineverheardoneharsh youallsawJoPero'spictureon
word directed at anyone else. the front_page of The pai/y
There was some carping about Times. Perotoldhisbosshehad
the usual all-purpose targets, of a backache and left work to be
course; the government's vari- partofthefence-building. Wonous efforts to "help" the Indian der what his boss thought when
people often come under fire. he saw his " laid-up" worker in
But that's to be expected. But . The Times?
I've never been at a
•
worksite (and I've been
to plenty) where there
d,. .--was so little tension be. •. •
Ill
tween individuals. .
·c··.·.··h
·. ·eap
· .··.'•·s ·.··e
· ·.a
More amazingly, I
never heard a single
harsh word directed at a
child. To realize just
Jay
·.·•AIT
.
howunusualthisis, walk
into any supermarket.
The screams of "I said
you can't have that, " " I'll burn
At one point, some idiots
yourbuttwhenI get you home," drove by and yelled out " What
and the stinging sound of cal- are you building? " Since it was
loused _hands slapping young quite obvious that what was befaces is so loud you have to ing built was a fence, Pero anshout to have a conversation. swered, "It's a boat. Didn't you
Of course, those of you who hear the news? The Ohio's gohavetakenWilliston'sclasson ingtoflood."
North American Indians know
Anotherpasser-byseriously
theemphasisheplacesonadult- inquired if what he had heard
child relationships among the was true: that we were going to
Native Americans. This is docu- ,_ build a swimming pool inside
mentedin the writings of many
.M owid. We ipfo~ed_ him

seemed quite disappointed.
saw his stand-up spot on the
As darkness fell, the ex- Six O'Clock News . As for
hausted Chronicle reporter de- me, I taped it. I can be seen
veloped a disconcerting habit for about eleven-thirty-fifths
of standing on the string being of a second in the backused to align the posts. Fortu- ground. I'm the one in light
nately, Warren Hawk was blue,holding.atape-recorder ..
there to correct this habit or
Guy Jones, of the Miami
an aerial view of the fence Valley Council on Native
would have looked like Ser- American Rights, told me
pent Mound.
he's putting together a conI mentioned that the fence cert composed · entirely of
dido 't quite get Native American bands . He
finisbed . ~his has aske~ Steve Free (Shawnee---.
one local woman Cherokee) ifhe'd like to play
somewhat con- at the concert. Steve's reply:
cerned. She feels "Even if I don't get to play,
there is a tremen- I'd love to see that."
dous amount of
If he can get everything
psychic power together, Guy' s going to send
connected with methedetailsandTheChronic/e
the Mound. "This will print them.
has nothing to do
And, finally: As I sat writing
with Indian folk- this story in The Chronicle
lore," she explained. "This Newsroom on Monday afterhas to do with spiritual noon, another Chronicle staffer
power. It would not be safe showed up and inquired: "Did
for the wrong people to enter you hear anything about that
the Mound at this time. ' '
meeting here at the school--lastIt seems that
Dee night?"
DeLancey, reporter for Chan"Which meeting?"
nel Eight News , really
"Therewasabunchoflndiwanted to do the story on the ans out here. I heard they 're
fence-building. He • told me goingtorepossesstheMound."
that his own heritage inc'Iudes
Rest assured, I told him. The
Native Americans and his fa- Mound is safe.
ther was a crusader for In.
Jay Ar,: Henderson· is the · ,
·~
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The University Chronicle
Vapors continued
from page I

leak was discovered.
At 10:55 am, a Material
Safety Data Sheet (MSDS). was
faxed from Master Mechanical
Insulation Sales, Inc., HUJ1tington, WV, the sub contractor responsible for the removal of asbestos from the Massie
Complex.
According to the MSDS, the
mastic remover may irritate the
nose and throat if inhaled. The
report also stated that the citrus
scented remover will caqse eyeirritation and transient skin irritation and is harmful if swal..
lowed.
The MSDS listed the fol~
lowing health hazard information: "RePQrts have associated
prolonged and repeated occupational overexposure to solvents with permanent brain arid •
nervous system damage.''
Crace Construction Com~
pany of Piketon, Ohio is the
primary contractor for the work
being done on the Massie Complex. When asked about any
employee health problems associated with the release,. Dan
Hill, a representative of Crace
Construction, said, ''This is the
state-of-Ute-art mastic remover,
and we've received no complaints from the workers. ' '
According to the Physical
Facilities Office, Patricia
Moore, Administrative Assistant to the President at SSU,
reported a rash and some breathing problems as a result of the
fumes released into Massie' s
ventilation.
Mrs. Moore said "I have
allergies and a lot of chemicals
get to me. I just felt like I was
nauseated. '' When asked about
any time lost from work associated with the reaction Moore
said, ' 'I did leave that afternoon, but only to take my medication. I know from experience
that anybody who has problems
with allergies to solvents just has
to get away from it"
First aid procedures noted in
reports are as follows for inhalationofcitrusmasticremover,' 'Remove to fresh air immediately. If
breathing has stopped give artificial respiration. Keep warm and
quiet. Get medical attention.''
' Anyone who suspects thatthey
have a medical condition associated with the release of fumes on
the morning ofTI;iursday, July 15,
rnaygetacopyofitheMSDS from

te~.f.J~~ical

~ i l. ~o~j-9
F~-~ :cdities OftiQe,-. •~--•--- • .,..,._ •.,
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Parking continued from page I~~===

ordinance, but we have not had a lots. Gleasonsaid, "Idon'tknowif
problem with the city or any com- the work will be completed by the
pl<!ints because we are in a growth time the students return in the fall,
mode. " Gleason added, "We are · but the lots will be done by late
working with the city on trying to October or early November."
schedule repaving. As we can pave
Dr. David Creamer, Vice Presithem, we're paving them. " He said dentofBusinessAffairsatSSU, said
that the University has already cut thataparkingfeeisstillintheworks
trees on the lot east of the library, buthedidnotexpectittobeineffect
and that plans are under way to for the fall. Creamer said, ''Given
surface those graveled lots and re- the number of other new fees, the
pair all of the previously surfaced general belief was that such a fee

should be delayed until Fall '94."
Young said, "Everyone will
have to plan for some additional
time to walk to their respective
classes. The impact of the lost
parking will affect faculty, students,
administration and security, especially security."
SSU security officers declined
to speculate about an increase in
illegal parking or parking problems
on campus. Officer Greg Grant

said, "Backonthe Eastparkingarea
(University Center), a lot of people
will need to park there, because
that's where most of the parking is
available right now."
Facilities Planning informed the
Chronicle that the master plan at
Shawnee includes additional parking areas east of the library. These
spaces will initially be gravel, but
would eventually be converted to
surfaced parking lots.

allows smoking in "rooms within
University buildings used primarily
as residence of students or other
persons affiliated with the University.
Accordingto UFA president John
Kelley, "Apparently the University
must first negotiate the policy with
the two on-campus unions, SEA and
CWA. Until that has been accomplished, it is my Wlderstanding, the
policy can not be implemented.''
Crabtree informed The
Chronicle that the CW A and the
SEA have been given the opportunity to review the new policy. The
CWA has requested that smoking be
allowed in the power plant maintenance garage for the custodial staff.
According to Crabtree, that change
has been instituted and the wording
changed to accommodate a smoking area in the garage.
According to the policy wording, should it be implemented, the

should be in place by September 1
and definitely before students return for the Fall Quarter.
When asked about the cost of
posting such notices, Dr. David
Creamer, Vice President of Business Affairs, said, •'Although no
decision on the exact nature of the
signs has been arrived at, I would
expect that the cost would be very
insignificant, especially when the
benefits are considered.'' Creamer
said that the monies to cover the
signs would more than likely be
appropriated from the general fund
operating budget.
The new policy states that enforcement ofthe smoke-free workplace is the responsibility of vice
presidents, provost, deans, chairpersons, administrative officials
and supervisors.
The policy also states that it is
"the responsibility of everyone in
the academic community, includ-

ing visitors, to implement this
policy. Disputes or complaints
should be referred to the appropriate vice president or president and
disciplinary action may result."
Crabtree stated that disciplinary actions against violators of this
poljcy would be handled in the
same manner as any other disciplinary infraction. A student who
is reported as not adhering to the
no- smoking policy will face an
investigation, with possible disciplinary action by the investigative
administrator or the disciplinary
board, according to student disciplinary policy.
Crabtree, who recommended
the change in policy, said "We're
concerned about what we do to
other people's health ...even those
who smoke realize that it is a health
issue."
SSU President, Dr. Clive Veri,
stated in response to the new policy,
"As a smoker for t~ many years,
I look forward to the ban.on smoking in University facilities, since it
will be the impetus I need to quit
smoking!"
The smoke-free issue will be
considered at the August 13 meeting of the SSU Board of Trustees.
If the revision to the policy is accepted by the Board, the smokefree policy would go into effect on
September I , I 993.

Smoklng continued from page I
offices of the vice presidents and
the provost will be responsible for
informing the University Community of the new policy. Provost
A.L. Addington said that he does
not intend to take any action until
after the Board of Trustees meeting in which the new policy will be
considered. Ofhis plan to communicate this new policy, Addington
said, • 'I plan to send a letter to all
employees of the university and I
hope that you will assist with an
article in The Chronicle.''
The policy goes on to delegate
thejobofpostingNO-SMOKING
signs and entrance receptacles to
the Facilities Department. Daniel
Young, AssistaQ.t Director of Facilities, stated "I would like to
delay on commenting about it until
I get a better understanding of its
impact.''
Crabtree said that, if the policy
is approved by the board, signs

ASCOTA elects new officers

By Kathi Jo Arnold
UC Features Editor
The American Student Committee of Occupational Therapy Association t ASCOTA) held elections
for officer positions during spring
quarter. Newofficersfortheorganization are: President; Julie Lundy;
Vice-President: Laura Cole; Secre-

tary: Angela Jeffrey; and Treasurer:
Susan Matney.
R,r those who are unfamiliar
with ASCOTA, it is the student di vision of the national association, the
American Occupational Therapy Association (AOT A). This student
division was formed to attempt to
r,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.iiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiii~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;_;;;;;~ raise funds so that donations of money and
adaptive equipment
could be made to certain organizations or
individuals who have
needs.
New committees
were fonnedand chair-

Drug Problem?
You are not alone.

Narcotics
Anonymous

MEETING DATES AND TIMES

Portsmouth, 734 8th St.,
Monday, 7 p.m.,
Thursday, 6 p.m.,
Saturday, 7 p.m;
Ironton, Christ Episcopal
Church, Fifth and Park
, ;1 1, , , ~,

Av~~,J:riday a,.p.m.• a:,,·,· ..

persons were chosen for the Occupational Therapy class, under adviser Cathy Perry. The committee
chairpersons elected are: Michelle
Tolliver: Fund-raising; Krista
Wooten :
Publicity;
Merri
Weatherhead:Problem-solving;and
Joy Salyers: Community Involvement.
The Uni- r.-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
v ersit y
C hronicle
would like to
apologize for
the late recognition ofthese
new officers.

BILL KNITTEL'S BP
•
•
•
•·
,•
•

Complete Mechanical Work

AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
BRAKES
BATTERIES
ACCESSORIES
TUNE-UPS
UNDERCOATING

354-6494
353-5823
353-9205

,: 0.:.N"•& ·w.be.. Sts. -P•wimoiati..;_ _

Discount Computing
.
Etc.
-

816 6th Street
Portsmouth, Ohio 4S662
Computers-Printers-Monitors:
SoftwareScaitners-C/D ROM,-Voice Mail
Lease~Purchase
SS4.05
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Paralegal Association honors members_and graduates
By Mark Bauer
uc Sports Editor
Another spring quarter has gone
by, and so has the annual spring
awards banquet for the Paralegal
Association.ItwasheldattheAmerican Legion and approximately 75
people attended the gala, many of
them students in the paralegal program, along with faculty members
and guests. Keynote speaker was
Gordon Bevens, Judge, Court of
Common Pleas of Pike County. Severalpeoplewererecognizedfortheir
outstanding contributions to the paralegal program: Deborah Waterman,
Director of the Paralegal Department, and part-time instructors
Karen Crummie and Richard
Schisler. A special thank you was
given to former Judge William Howland for donating the Lexis computer which is housed in the library.
Several association members
received certificates upon graduat· ing from the University: Kristen
Cole, Mary Hoover, incoming association president, Teresa Lewis,
James Savoie, Cynthia Smith,
Brenda Stiltner, incoming association treasurer, and Crystal Throckmorton.
Also receiving certificates wer~:
Lora Adams, Judy Barrett, Kristy
Boroff, Shelley L. Dalton, Tracy A.
Hall, Melanie R. Hickman, Heather
Hollback, Sherry A. Howe, Helen
Lutz, Jill A. McCormick, Debra D.
Miller, Kelli J . Warner, Alyce
Wooten, Chris Hobbs, Angela

Adkins, Christina Arms, Mae
Hughes, Jeanne McPheters, Kristen
D. Huston, Mary Ann Tomlin,
Angella Baker, Alicia Boehm,
Loretta Comer, Pamela Myers.
The Paralegal Association held
their election for association officers on May 17 and 18 of spring
quarter, with a run-off election held
two weeks later. Those winning
positions on the board for the 199394 school year are as follows : Mary
Hoover, President; Darla Grooms,
Vice-president; Brenda Stiltner,
Treasurer; Diana Satterfield, Secretary(notpictured); andMarkBauer,
Public Relations. Outgoing officers
are President Mae Hughes, VicepresidentRexRoss,SecretaryKaren
Lynd-Chaffin, Treasurer Tere:::a
Lewis, and Michele Vastine, Public
Relations.
The Association currently has
proximately 25 members. The annuli
membership fee is $10 and members
receive a certificate from the association upon graduatioo. Meetings are
heldthesecoodTuesdayofthemonth
in the Business Building. Notices for
each meeting will appear in The
Chronicle and will be posted on cambulletin boards.
The association is taking part in
the freshman orientation program
August 19-30, trying to recruit prospective paralegal majm. The next
ParalegalAssociationmeetingwillbe
August 10 at 5:00 pm in Room 260,
Business Building.

Negotions continued from

page I

Paralegal Association officers

Mary Hoover
President

Darla Grooms
Vice-president

Brenda Stiltner
Treasurer

Mark Bauer
Public Relations

ap-

Financial Aid :Supple. m.:. . n.t
:e.>

Gene Wilson,DirectorofFinan- new funds- Pell grants for students
cial Aid at.Shawnee St2•P, Univer- attending less than half~time.
sity has good news for part-time
Althoughfulldetailsofthegrants
college students. Previously ineli- · arenotknownatthistime,interested
gible for state f'mancial aid, these students are urged to caU Shawnee
students may now be eligible be- State University at 355-2435. fi.
cause ofa $4 million pool of funds riancial Aid Advisors will take the
provided
by the State of Ohio. Fur-:' names
at other higher educational institu.. and daddresses
:-~
.. of callers in
ther,
Wilson
advises
that
the
Fed.,.
ordertosen
uuormationassoonas
tions in Nizhny Novgorod. Fol·1a ·i
eralgovemmenthasalsoauthorized
it _
is ava1
lowing the inaugural ceremony of i..:.:.:::.s:.:..:..:~:::.;.::::.;.:~;;;;..;..;;.;;..;;;;_
____..;.;__
_ _be.
_ _ _ _ _ _ ___.

SSU Professor addresses Congress of

Psychology in Chile

sorofCADD),Deborah Waterman,
Esq.(~Profess<rotLegalAssist-

ing1Dr. TooiCarrevale(l)qmtnmChair
for Matrematics ).
The Chronicle spoke with the
University's attaney Sue futer, who is
employed in 1heColumbus, Ohio law finn
of Sch:>ttea;1ein, Zox and Oum. Porter
told The Chronicletbatdue to1he bla:kout
she cou.ld rot talk about 1he negotiatiom
except to say that they are still in progress.
Howeva- she said, ''Tre University~
the best interest of 1he students at heart."
The OironiclealsospokewithDr. Jeff
Bauer, whoconfinm:lthat1heSEAwould
hooooheblackout.Bauersaid, "Themedia
b~kout pevem 1he studerts trom being
med~ pawm in 1he negotialioos.,,
Bill Hanloo, fooner SEA President,
resig,m we to reahh problerm that requmloospitali:zatioduring $ping Quarter. Hanlon told The Chronicle earlier in
July that be did oot Walt to risk his realth
with the stress of negotiatioos if cb:tors
advised himagaimt it. Hanlon is cunemly
on leave from 1he University and The
Chronicle was unable to speak with him
Howeva-, UniveJSity employees repm
that be is recovering well and will mum
Fall~.
In an ilamew with Joo Hanis, Studeft Semt, Presided, Hanis said that,
''Negoriatx>m are cootiming arid 1hat is
positive." Headled, ''TheStudertSen-

ms

to be tmbiased [in the
negotialioos].'' The Student President
statedthattheSEA,1heUniveJSity,and1he
BoardoffrusteesareawareoftbeSam's
stancetopmecttbesbdeos.Herei.teraffd
1hat the Senate wwld pmect the riglis of
the studems. ,
HaJJiclexplainedthattbeStudemSenate

ate·hasbegun-con..-.... ...L.....•,..-tinnc,
Dr. Hagop S. Pambookian, Pro., 1.11;U:ma1c1N 'f'A""_,..,
andwilltryto-·--'--He'"-uthat1he
fessor of Psychology at Shawnee
ilU)WQugiL
_,
·'.;,,;ai1c1-.;
-'-... ..wvu-.a
-.u
h .a...
.........
_... and
State University, has recently re111w ......
""""
turned from a professioruJl visit to the 24th Congress, Pambookian
p-escntbemtentativelyonAugmtl4cr
Latin America and participation in was a guest at the ISP's special
15.11ieSenaEwillfolward1hestuderts'
the 24th lnteramerican Congress reception in Santiago's Edificio M
h
ch.Id
slavs
self
~andcoommtsto1heSEAand
1 ,
the University. ··:
of Psychology in Santiago, Chile.
Diego Portales and at the Ameri- By .Jay Arr Henderson
Editor's Note: The Chronicle is
Pambookian made a presenta- can Psychological Association ~s UC Senior Copy Editor
pool of blood. A pistol lay near his CWTently honoring the blackout on intion on '' Russian Psychology: Re- (APA) reception.
On the morning of Saturday 25 right hand. The mother cried out that formation/or the ease ofnegotiations.
cent Developments and Direction
Prior to and following the ISP Doug Stamper, of 1735 Charles her child was in the back bedroom However, we have not stopped gatherat the biennial Congress organized Congress in Santiago, Dr. Street, Portsmouth, first shot his and might be dead. The men en- ing information. If the offiocial chanby the lnteramerican Society of Pambookian also briefly visited own daughter and then turned the tered the house and found the girl nelsdonotopenandtl1eblackoutdeadPsychology (ISP). An authority on schools in Buenos Aires, Argen- gun upon himself at their resi- in bed. She had been shot. One of line is extended we will print th e
we have gathered. To read
Russian/Soviet psychology and tina; Montevideo, Uruguay; and dence. The shooting apparently the men initially believed that her informtion
more on the negotiations read next
education, he shared with the con- Sao Paulo, Brazil, and met with stemmed from an argument with throat had been cut. The men, weeks special issue appearing on the
ferees information and data on the
several educators and profession- his ex-wife over the custody of knowing ofno emergency medical fiL.iiin.;.;~;;;;s~st;;an;;d;;s;;1iiiiu_e;;s;;;da
__...._-·
recent changes and latest develop- als in those cities.
·
their daughter.
procedurethatwouldcoverthesituments in psychological science in
The man is reported to have ation they found, rather than make
the changing society.
yelled, "Here's what I've got for mattersworse, emergedtowaitfor
~rlZA
Bible Study
Pa:nbookian, who had visited
you," beforetheshotsrangout. The the ambulance and direct police
XP~
the Soviet Union several times bewife was heard to scream, ''Oh my and para-medics to the proper loMondays at Noon
PIZZA DELIVERY
fore, was in Russia twice in 1992 to
God, he's killed my baby."
cation.
in the Founder's Room ·
finalize, along with Shawnee's
A neighbor, Jane Karasek, was
The girl was life-flighted to Coto
the University Center
President Clive C. Veri, an agreehavingmoming coffee onherporch lumbus. She died later that afterSSU Students, Faculty, and
Portsmouth &
ment of cooperation and exchange
when the commotion began. She noon.
· Staffwelcome!
,
with the Nizhny Novgorod State
NewBoston
entered her home and called the
For a first-person account of
Sponsored by the
University (NNSU) in Nizhny
police.
this tragedy. see Jay Arr
Campm Mimlstry ·
353-1218
Novgorod (formerly Gorky). He
Two men arrived on the scene to Henderson's account in next weeks
• also served as a Visiiing Professor ·
·2345 GalQ• St. ·.
· . .see,~
l,ayingQO~he steps ina speciqi isn1~ of1!he Chronicle •.
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News
Arts center cornerstone

Arts continued from page I;;·==
;;;
ofSSU-------

today," is the ctilmination ofthe efforts
of myriad University and community
members and a statement that Portsmouth is "not a dying steel town, not a
dying sooe town, but, in fact, a
knowledge town." Addressing
rising costs and tightening ofstate
appropriations for capital projects,
Veri stressed the needtocutcosts
on the building because "our
are costing more than our
pocketbookallows." He encouraged community investment in
this ''center for the spirit, in order
to raise the additional funds necessary 10 complete the puject as
designed, ratherthan creapen the
building itself.'' Major contributors will have the opportunity to
name areas of the Centerto honor
or memorialize individuals. Additional donors will be asked to
underwrite special programs
I.i.enour, Yale Professor Emeritus, whose planning process. According to Joe which will be held in the facility.
Ohio Speaker Vern Riffe, Jr.
major theater projects have been con- Busch; Slate Architect in the Departstructed across the United States and ment of Administrative Services, the expressed his continuing committhroughout the world Funding for the project bit snags dwing the bidding~ ment to the growth ofShawnee State
building~ provided through the State of cess but, ''with this tremendous involve- University. He will seek additional
Ohio capital appropriatiom process, with ment by the Speaker, Dr. Veri, Dr. Glea- 'funding, ''perhapsnotthe$100milthe strong support of Ohio Speaker Veni son, the architects, and particu1arly the lion that Dr; Veri has requested,"
Rifle, Jr.
prime conttactors, wejustgotourheads but substantial appropriations for
The cereroony was referred 10 by Pro- togetherand decided this thing had to go- future.University projects and provost AL. }\ddington as aoother ''here we -and we negotiated, bit a Jot of hard grams. Riffe stated, "We are not
done yet. We need money and I
grow again celebration, breaking ground bullets, and we got
job done.''
a the laigest building ever built at the
Shawnee State President Dr. Clive intend to go after it" In speaking of
University,celelntingthesignificamcon- Veri cited the project as aootherchapter the University and the new Center
tnbution ofthe arts to the developmentoot in the history of the University, the con- for the Arts, Riffe advised the guests
only of this campus, but to the nation." struction of "a spirit-lifting building in to "be proud of this building, be
University FacilmPlannerDr.David which we will teach and experience the proud of this University. It is an
G ~ who has wodced on this project arts. The building which is finally, asset for all the people and belongs
since its
acknowledged the a>, finally, finally, coming out ofthe grouoo to all the people."
'-----------------------------------::-----'
ning stage for six years, developed operative efforts of legislators, arcbiunder the guidaix:e of internationally tects, coottactors, and members of the
renowned theater designer Dr. George University community which eased the

McDonald's scholarship announced

Gene Payne, anlrootonMcDonald's
employee, recently was awarded the first
annual McDonald's scholarship.
The $1,000 scholarship will be
awarded each year to a store employee
said Ironton McDonald's owner Steve
Cielec.
Workers are chosen to receive the
award based on work experierx:e, grade
point average and attitude, said Marie
Phillips, a manager at the restaurant, who
coordinated the award this year.
Payne, the son ofMr. and Mrs. Hany

r---------•
:20% SAVINGS:

I
I
I ON ART SUPPLIES I
I
at
I

: Majestic Paint Center :
1 928 Gallia Street 1
I
I
I

Mastercard/Visa Accepted

I
I
I

·---------·
Open 8 - 5:30
Sat. 8- 5

Payne Sr., is a graduate of South Point
High Semo! and is currently pursuing a
degree in plastics engineering technologyatShawnee State University in Portsmouth, where he is a senior. He is also
the cwrent president of the University's
chapter ofthe Society of Plastics Engineers (SPE), a professional organization
for students seeking careers in plastics
technology.
He has \\Orked at McDonald's for
five years.

STJ£cial

e soecial

Inc/udes oil filter and 11/J to five quarts of
oil, complete chassis /Jibe
available at
Knittel'• BP Service Center

.

Gallia & Waller Streets

Knltte1'1 Radiator iii Air C..acldonmg Sllop
2026 Robinson A venue

Knittel'•

Ii: Brake Sllep

2109 I lib Street

M.-ra,rtI tllfd
V'o:a Accepled
lOo/e dicount on labor with

validSSU lO

Stability
Income Training
Merit
Promotions
Benefits
Are these things important to you?
If so, the leading sales organization ofa Fortune Service S00Company seeks 2 individuals, M/F who
are ready to make a career decision
with job Slltisfaction and financial
security. If you're of legal age,
goal oriented, and ready for a career opportwlity, then call Monday only 7-9 pm for a confidential
appointment.
Chuck Marquess 353-1999

Fond raisers
Looking for student
-groups to sponsor us on
campus. Fast, easy, big
$$$S's
Call (800) 592-2121 ext.
, 309.

By Anne Hackman
uc Junior Copy Editor

chair access and hearing impaired
The Center for the Arts is in- patrons are included in the design.
tended to be the cornerstone of the Restroom facilities for women will
Shawnee State campus. The main be twice those provided for men.
auditorium will seat 1,156 and its
The art department consists of
acoustic flexibility will allow dual ten distinct studio areas, and most
use for speech or music events. Tom of the studios will have floor to
Stead, Art Department Chair and ceiling windows in addition to speliaison between the faculty and the cial indoor lighting. A 2100 sq. ft.
planning department, outlined the gallery will be used to display stuscope of the building, emphasizing dents' work and hold other exhibithat it was important 4uring the en- tions as well.
The music department contains
tire development process to ''not
lose track ofthe fact thatthe building teaching studios, practice rooms, a
is for the students.'' He pointed out composing studio, a listening room,
that in every area of the structure the a choral room and a 3000 sq. ft.
particular needs of the different Arts recital hall. State of the art equipdivisions were incorporated into the ment and sound isolation will be
design, and "the result is a func- installed throughout these areas.
tional and flexible teaching, learnIzenour'sdesignwasblueprinted
ing, and performing facility."
by the architectural firm of Baxter,
The functional nature ofthe Cen- Hodell, Donnelly, Preston, Inc. Acter is illustrated by the orchestra cording to Stead, the interior specishell, which serves to "liven" the fications were provided by lzenour,
hall for musical performances. A and the architect designed around
traditional shell requires 15 men them. In this way, compromise to
workinganentiredaytoassembleor the integrity of the original plans
disassemble. In contrast, though the was prevented.
Center's shell weighs 30 tons, two
Attention to aesthetics, function,
men working for 27 minutes will be and flexibility marked every step in
abletoconverttheauditorium from the planning of this project. Upon
a speech to a music facility (and completion, the facility is expected
vice versa) due to the unique two- to draw new forms of entertainpiece design of this state of the art ment, art forms and cultural activishell.
ties to the campus. The new fourThe auditorium's acoustics pro- year degree program in Fine Arts is
vide an absolute hush, which Stead now in the process of being apcompared to "sitting in the middle proved by the Ohio Board of Reof the living room in a country gents. The Center is expected to
home with no neighbors for miles.'' facilitate other degree programs now
In addition, all seats in the main being planned, though implementahall have perfect sight-line to the tion will depend on available fundsta_g_ear_e_a_,an_d_p_ro_vis_io_ns_fi_or_w_h_ee_I-_in_g_.- - - - - - - - - ,

...

The Bear's Den

the place for food at Shawnee State

Freshtastiks
Salad
Bar
and
a full menu of soups,
sandwiches,
hot lunches and snack items
•
Open7:30Lm.-9:00p.m.,MondaythruThunday
7:30a.m.-4:00p.m., Friday
11 a.m. -4p.m., Saturday

Located In the Universi

Center
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The fencing the Horseshoe Mound: lntertribal cooperation=======·-=

By Jay Arr Henderson
UCCoov-F,ditq
Saturday, June 17, saw the cubninatioo.ofa~-long effortto)ESelVC the
Horseshoe Mound in Mound Parle ·at
Hulehins and Grant Streets.
The fenre-building filled all of Saturday. Swxlay sawcerem:mies lmoring the
Moundand the spirits ofthe aocestors and
testim>nials by many civic leaders. TI~
in;ludedMayorFrankGedach,Representative Ted Strickland, and Shawnee University Presioot Clive Veri woo called it
"frustrating" that the University ooes
"precioos little" to lx>oor the nrure they
goby.

The campaign to preserve the Mound

octually began several years ago wh:n tlr

land where Mound Parle mw sits was
d!ecled to the City ofPol1sl00Uth in a will
bearing the proviso that the Mound be kept
in its original state. Sioceweoowkrowtl1e
Horseshoe Mound to have been a ceremonial rround rather than a bwial m:nmd,
there is a near-zero probability tllat any
valuable artifucts were buried there. "So
tiiere is really no reason for anyone, a
historian or an:heolog6t orsomme hunting artifa::ts to sell, to go digging tl1ere,"
said one Native American.
Thepresemcamplignwasimpiredby
the
that, sioce the Mound has always
beenq,en totl1epublic, ithas been used for
picnicking, ball gaires and as an area
;;~teen-agerscoulddnnkaoousedrugs.
EarthwOlks such as the Horsesooe Mound
are Slk:redtothe American Iooianand such
a::ts are sa::rilegious, comparable to doing
the same things ina Christian chun:h. Roo
Collins,alocal NativeAlmicanandmember ofthe Ohio Cowx:il on Native American Bwial Rights and the Ohio Indian
Movemen~ and his wife, Cheryl Collins,
have spent the last several weeks soociting
donatioll5 fian various local busines..;;es
and indiviwals and the City of Portsrmuth. They also spent many oours orga·nizing 300 plaming this ~ t
They knew this effort would require
the cooperation of many people of different tribal groups. There has long been a
beliefthat Native Americans are by nature
wiable to work together in any sort ·of
cooperative eff~ making it difficuh foc
rroj«:ts of this sort to receive all the sup-

LOANS
MOST ITEMS
OFVALUE

~1

WATCHES
JEWELRY
PISTOLS-GUNS
·
RADIOS-STEREOS
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
TYPEWRITERS

.

· .
,

• :. , ·
· '

STATE LICENSED
PAWNBROKER

B&B INC.
353-4250
837 Gallia St.
Portsmouth

open 6 days • week

port they reed because many people will oouth to take part in this rroject and to
asswre the projoct has little chm:e of forge a link betwem the 0i<lahoma
success. Anything that helps dispel the Shawm! and the hot11eland they were
myth of imer-tribal no11-<x>operation fur- • fon:ed away fian many <h:ades ago.
thers the cause ofpreservation
''lbis was our horre,'' he said ''We are
TheMoundParlcProjtnmaycertainly descemantsoftl:1eMouoo-bu.ilders."He
stand as a landmark in this respect
talked about tl1e forced reiroval of the
It was a varied group that met in Shawnees fiom Ohio to Oklahoma and
Mound Park Some non-mlians came to corrq,ared it to the Trail ofTears. Ire
l1elp. Ammg the Native American5 were Shawn!CS were relocated to three difrerQJJCtaw,OglalaLakota,HllllkpapaLakotl entareas inOldahJma 300separated into
Cree, Cherokee, Arapaho, etc. 1'llere were three different groups: the EastemBand,
young, old, in-between, and, as is oot un- the Loyal Band, and the Absentee Band
usual in Native American families, the Many perished on the forced march;
very young. There were male and fumale. Greenfealher says that through .Kall5as
Tuey came fian all puts of Ohio, from into Oldamma "the trail is ootted with
Rubyville, Columbus, Springfield. Tuey Shawnee graves."
aure from Philadelphia, Oklahoma, WyoGreenfeatrer said he and Hawk feh
ming, South Dakota, Norti1 Dakota, North wek:cxre here in PonslOOUdt "We'll be
Carolina. There were diesel mechanics and oock," he said "We'll bring our people
fuetren, clerical workers and leackrs of back. And we hope that today can be the
many different Indian Rights organiz,a- beginning of a great relationship between
tions. Some were born and grew up on PortsmouthandallofObioandourpeople."
"Sometimes you hear things about
reservatiom; some had rever seen a reservatioo.
Iooianpeople,sometirresthemediaooesn't
That such a diverse group coukl work portray us as we really are. But, anybody
together happily and with a minimum of whowashereyesteldayocearlythismcmfriction is amazing. Through the entire ing saw that evaythi.ng the media says
day's wen:, through the drilling, leveling. about mlians isn't reces.wily true." He
plumbing and post-setting, I never heard a said he had seen writings questioning the
harsh wool directed at anyone.
ability ofdifferent Imian peoples to work
It was a valiant effort but, wmi the together. "Sometimes )OU hearpeople say
darkness became total, there was a large that Indiall5 can't get along: there was
section offence yet to be built Still, the Creeks, tliere
CcrnaoclleS, there was
effi>rtmiglv have continued but foc a short- Lakotas, there was Crerokees, there was
age of electrical power. It was dxided Delawares, and there was even non-looiabouteleventhatnightthatthe teocewould ans that came to l1elp...looian people do get
have to be fmisbed later.
along."
Weary but happy, the workers trudged
"We're not interested in all the bad
back to the piaJic area to sit and enjoy the publicity or bein' against ooe aoother, but
night fm:eze and the food
.
in ~itive, good
that's happenin'
Steve Free, of the bamMucklle Pud- right here this mxning in Portsmouth, the
ding, had brought his guitar and he and preservation of something that was
otrers sang both old and original tunes thepart A lot of people say, 'Well, that's
while the olrer wodcers looked upon what · notD11)0l'tant',but)Quhavetouooerstaoo
they had oone before leaving to get a good the pa.5t to get a directioo to go into the
night's sleep in preparation tor the rext future. 11tis is what we believe. And these
day's festivities.
here are sa::red to us."
Maybe I get a little errotional. .. "
Sundaywasadayforcereroony,Mayor
Atthis poim, Greenfeatherhad tears in
Frank Gerlach proclaimed tins a "great his eyes and he sobbed before going on
day" foc P011Soouth He welcomed the
" .. .but..we bwied ore of our main
visitingdelegationoftheLoyalBandofthe ladiesjustafewweeksago,and... " Here he
Shawnee ofOklaroma. Shawm! Univer- bad difficulty speaking. rut he went oo
sity President Clive Veri iooicated that the though his tears ... "I feel wiworthy to
university would support the Shawi1ee in staoo here and represent my people this
future endeavors. Roo Collins apologized rroming. Yesterday, as we began to work,
toroothavinggottenthe feoceooneontime I thougi. ofour people already gore, and I
andthankedthemany local businesses who oope someway they can see that we're
donated food or other resources to the comingbackoome, we'recomingbackto
project. He talked about the importaoce of whereweleft. TI1estoriesthatlheytold, we
preseiving this important earthwooc for dim't want to wait. We have our stay to
future generations "oot just tor the Native tell. Our peq,le starved, our babies died,
American rut for all people." He then and we love ourpeople like you love your
people.Andthegravesthatarefromheret>
introwced Don Greenfeatller.
Don Greenfeather is Chairman of the Oklalx,ma; we can't go back and change
Loyal Band ofthe Shawree ofOklahoma. that Nobody can But what we can do
He Im been involved in tribal politi:s for wbilewe'rehere: I like the way t h e ~
abouteigl•yearsandamemberofthetribal put it. Wejuststephereonearthooetime,
council tor four years. He and Warren and fir a short while, and we want good
Hawk, a spiritual alef'and pipe,carrier(a
to happen so that, wlleD we journey
very hoocred position), came to P<>dS- oo totheodx:r\\Uld, we'D beat peace with
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(L-R) Ron Collins, Franklin Gerlach, and Don Greenfeather lntiate dedicatlolL

in Ohio, are still practiced at the appropriate time every year in the state ofOklah>ma. 1'llere are things fium Ohio that we
took that we still have. Ohio~ our l'ome
and wren we tum our toouglts in this
direction, it's like going back horre and
remembering how it
wren were

ourselves."

..

RepresentativeTedStricldandshowed
up to support this cause.Later he told The
Ovonicle: "About four weeks ago, I met
with the Histooca!Preservation Society in
Chillicothe and visiledthe various oowids
intheChilocotreareawlmiarereferredto
as the Hopewellmowxt.Tllerearesites up
there which also reed to bepreserwd. Part
of them are located on privately-owned
f.mns,somehavebeenplowed,andsoon,
forsolongthattheupperpartof~m:>Wm
arenearlyinvisibletodetednow. Butwhat
I've been told is that this is still sacred land
to the Indians, and needs to be
protected.Thereareeffortsumerwaynow
to secure tiiooe lands by the Preservation
Society, so that there will be no further
deterioration."
Ron Collins spoke about the cuhuralexchange program that will give Native
American children from other states the
chance to come here and see the local
earthworks. 1bis program will also give
someOhiochildrenachaocetovisitreservationscooolsinoererstatesandseesomething of how tl1e people live tliere. He
askedthatbusiressesandiooividualsofthe
conmunity support this ongoing educational program. "We can't oo it alooe."
Collins then presented Don
Greenfeatrer and Warren Hawk with a
drawing(pwthasedbyaoonorwoowisbed
toremainanonyirous)oftheMoundoore
by local artist and SSU instructor Ron
Davey. Greenfeathersaid the woocwould
be given an honored place on the wall of
the Tribal Council Meeting Pla::e.
Warren Hawk then played a traditional Lakota song on the flute.
Don Greenfeather prefaced the rext
part of the celebration by explaining that
theOklahomaShawneestillpracticetheir
religious ceremonies in the same way as
was done by the Ohio Shawnee a century
ago.
"A lot of people wonder about our
ceremonies and our religion, the
Shawnee religion, the way we believe.
When our ancestors got to Oklahoma,
we had nothing; all our possessions
was gone. But ourelders, down through
the years, have hung on to things that
really counted: our traditional ceremonies. The ceresronies, the way that we
worship the Creator,.when we uc here
•

..

'

...

•

I'

..

.~

.,

here."

Greenfeadlerinvited everyone~
to parti;:ipate in a sacred ceremony. loose
whowishedtobeJXUtof~cerenmywent
inside the feoced-off area after being
clean.ed with the SJOOke ofbuming sage.
The sa::red cenm>ny was pedonned
on the Mown itself. No pictures o r ~
in~ were possible as this is a sacred ceremooy.
The <X'fflOOllY eroed, the jm1icipants
left the sa::red site.
Greenfeather and Hawk used the time
between the ceremony at the Mowxl and
thedinreratShawnee~tovmtsevenl
known gravesites 300 pty hcmage to the
Shawnee buried there.
Ire dinrer was ananged by Cbelyl
Collins and Doma Kerecz, fonner Editor
ofl1re Ou-onicle. MayocGerlachpresemxi
Don Greenfeatherwithakeyto the city. He
also preserted
to various Iooian !eat!
ers who had traveled me fur the feocebuilding.
Steve Free, of the bud Mucklle Pudding, provided enler1ainnmt. He sang two
heartfeh
cooceming the plight of
rrodem man and sat oown to thuooerous
applause.
Several of the Ioo.ian leaders took
this time to iron out the final clauses in
adocwnentconceming the Mound, and
relations between the Oklahoma and
Ohio Shawnee.
Said one leader: "We're making
history here today.''
Said anotrer: ''TIE agreement may
well serve as a model foc future documents
of this type."
Later, Shawnee State Uriversity Presicbt Clive Veri allowed the use of the
Presidem's Meeting Rocm so the various

~vescoolidisam

ofim-

portaoceto NativeAmericamandoompare
rotes on
1he eotmtry.
Then it
time foc farewells and
takq care of final delails.
The~W<Xkofp-eservingsa~sites will goon. Bm I believe that all of
those who \ffl'C a pert of this impa1art
effort will remember these days foncDy for
years 19 !XWC-.
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ProfeB>rWilson capti~ audience with poetry presentation

By Brian ·J. Overman
uc News Editor
performance as the wind brought
On July 12, Dr. Robert L. Wil- smilesandlaughsfromtheaudience
son, performed a series of poetry of48staffmembersandhighschool
readings as a part of the planned students enrolled in the Upward
activitiesforthestudentsenrolledin Bound six-week residential proShawnee State University's Upward gram.
Bound summer program.
The highlight of the presentaBarbaraEdwards,directorofthe tion was Wilson's fully costumed
Upward Bound program and Assis- perfonnance of Edgar Allen Poe's
tant Professor of English at SSU, classic horror-poem, ''The
opened the presentation to all those Raven.'' Wilson began the readmembersofthe University commu- ing by giving the audience a short
nity who wished to attend.
background on Poe, as he lit a
As a introduction to the poetry single red candle and robed himp~sentation, entitled "About Be- self in a floor-length black cloak.
ginnings and Endings and What
Dr. WilsonbeganhisfieryreadConnects Them," Wilson read a ing and continued to captivate his
poem by James Weldon Johnson audience through the entire length
called "Creation."
of the poem. At the conclusion of
Wilson followed Johnson 'swork the poem, Wilson warned that Poe's
with a reading of the Prologue to powerfulpieceshouldonlyberead
Geoffiey Chaucer's classic book- in a darkened chamber, bythelight
length poem, • 'The Canterbury , of a lone flickering candle, with a
Tales", in its original Middle En- fiercethunderstonnragingoutside.
glish.
Wilson's interpretationof"The
Wilson then performed his in- Raven" in the darkened auditoterpretationofCarlSandburg's "The rium, by the light of his single red
Wind Song," which he read with candle, was not lacking the thunthe voice of "the wind," Wilson's der of his conviction in reading the

emotional piece.
Wilsonalsoreadadditional works including a portion of a poem
by William Cullen
Bryant,
enti tied
• 'Thanatopsis' ', which
means "meditations on
death" in Latin.
From creation to
death, Dr. Robert Wilson presented to the
Upward Bound students
an accurate poetic look
at"BeginningsandEndingsandWhatConnects
Them."
According to Bar- "Once upon a midnight dreary... " Professor Bob Wilson performs
hara Edwards, many of Edgar Allen Poe's "The Raven"
the students had seen Dr.
For those interested in attending
Wilson speak before, and many Bound program, Edwards said, "It's
were enthusiastic about the read- important to create oppatunities for pootryreadingsin the Portsmouth area,
ings, Several students stayed after students. You never know in which Kelley's Deli, located at 418 Chillicothe production to share their feel- studentitmightsJmk interest who will the Street, will feature three local poets
ings on the poems with Dr. Wilson then become the next 'poet in resi- reading original works from 7 :00 pm
until 8:30 pm each Friday evening.
and to have their pictures taken dence' at SSU."
Dr. Robert L. WilS<Xl, Ph.D~ is a Customers will be allowed to share
with him. When asked about the
reasons for making Wilson's pre- published poet and Professor of En- their own poems after the featured
sentation a part of the Upward glish at Shawnee State University.
poets have ccmpleted their ~ -

Cafe de Monde: Portsmouth style~====~=

By Anne Hackman

uc Junior Copy Editor

The second gathering featured (except summer quarter) at 7:00 at
The audience is a casually dressed,
mixed bag of professionals, home- Lena Nevison, Pat Sowards and the campus Ministry. Membership
makers and students, and the fea- Homer Bailey, whose poems requirements are minimal--an intertured poets blend in with the audi- strongly demonstrated the influence est in writing poetry and sharing it
ence. They do however smile when of Appalachian culture in this area. with others. Until regular meetings
guests arrive--they are glad to see Sowards introduced a startling ele- resume in the fall, everyone is inyou and show it
ment by singing cenain parts of her vited to join the Phoenix Writers at
When asked what motivated the work. Sue Looney, a native ofNew Kelley'seachFridayeveningat7:00
initiation of these gatherings, Phoe- York state, provided a change of pm. The last half-hour of the gathnix member Harding Stedler re- pace with humorous "character" ering is reserved for aspiring (or
flected a moment and responded sketches of members of her family. closet) poets to introduce their work
that he hoped it would become "a
The Phoenix Writers evolved at to an appreciative audience. Welplace for artists to meet artists." It Shawnee State,andcurrentlyasmall come to the Cafe de Monde, Portsis also a place for non-artists to be group of artists meet each Monday mouth-style.
introduced to written artistry. Poetry delivered with the creator's own
Two Ashland, Ky. art galler- certificates arid honorable men- emotional emphasis imparts an enies, the Paramount Arts Center tion ribbons Will be awarded in hanced meaning, a meaning someGallery and the Ashland Area each of the six categories.
times lost in print renditions.
Art Gallery, will sponsor the
Hoyt Spence, a professional
The three featured readers for
fourth annual .. Three by Three" photographer from Pikeville, the inaugural performance were
photography competition and I_(,y ., will judge the exhibit. Stedler, Judith Allen, and Janet
exhibit in August. Winning en- KnowQ for his nature photo- Nesler. An informal, take-turnsfortries will be displayed in the two graphs, Sperice has been . fea- mat prevailed as each poet stood
galleries August 2 through 31.
tuted in major exhibits and has before a wall decorated with less
The competition is operi to both won numerous regional and na- poetic statements and shared thehamateur and professional photogra- tional awards:- He studied fine words with the listeners. The poems
phers,agel8andover,fromtheTri- art at the Parsons School of ranthegamutfrommother'sloveto
State region of Ohio, West Virginia Design in New York.
battered wives to mule-drawn carand Kentucky, Entrants may submit
Photographers interested in en- riage rides, providing extraordinarup to three entries with a non-re- tering may obtain a complete pro- ily revealing chunks of life. The
fundable entry fee of$ I 5. Winners spectus of entry requirements by audience looked down into the dark,
Constnlctlon of the 2.3 mllUon ,dollar link between
the Activities Center ,md the James A. Rhodes
will be selected from six categories calling the Ashland Area Art Gal- secret world of battered women and
Sports Centei: continues. The llnk:wlit
, ,
including color landscape, color lery, (606) 329;,.1826 or the Para- upintotheexhilaratingstateofnewly
houseclassrooms, faculty offices, a dance stlu,flo; new
portrait,coloropen,blackandwhite mount Arts Center Gallery, (606) discoveredlove. OnatriptoArkanlocker rooms, and the Athlettc Directors offl~e. The
landscape, black and white portrait 324-1233. Entries will be accepted sas via GreyhOW1d, the audience
facility will have a S,000 sq~ foot area for Nautilus,
cardlo-vascular equlpmeat, and f ~ weights. The
and black and white open.
at the Ashland Area Art Gallery, experienced the "can't be found"
project, contracted to Monarch Co,nstruction Is
A cash awa:-c! of
.will be 1401 Greenup Ave., from 10 a.m. feeling engendered by a middle of
•~~eduled
completed.by~ber.31:i
15)93.
t'
*
,;. ~' ""' l to be
. . -, .. ·. .
.
-. ,...,,
'
-.-· .
. ... _,_
·- -:,
given -fo1,- best ot"~_sbQw._-µjtJ _·_f<?·f~9 .P:"!· )1!JlY J9-JJ .• '!' _ • . ' , 1.. . the night.lRIS trip down a le$S:tr~- '

sponsored by the "beat" generaYou enter a basement-level cof- tion.
Espresso and cappucino are
feehouse, and seat yourself at one of
the candlelit tables occupied by men available and this may be the only
with beards and women wearing similarity to the scene recreated
white lipstick. You sip espresso and above when the Phoenix Writers
peer through the smoke-filled room gather at Kelley's Deli each Friday
to focus on a figure droning ram- evening during the swnmer. Squintbling poetic works a la Ginsberg. ing through a smoke-filled room is
You are on the cutting edge of hip, unnecessary as "Thank you for not
you are attending a poetry reading smoking" signs grace each table.
.---------------------------,

Photography competition sponsored
by two Ashland galleries in August

SSU construction continues

'eled road." . - . - - - - - - - - - ' • -
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Robert Plant's Fate of Nations gets picked over

First, we start off with the UC's music, that's it. If people know or
Business Manager, Martin Poston: even care about what's on a
I never followed Robert Plant twentysomething-year-old album,
much during his solo career. I they would have bought it by now,
didn't like the stuff from his first and wouldn't need my opinion to
couple albums. His 1988 album reinforce their decision.
I also got criticized then for not
Now and Zen kind of grew on me,
and l_still listen to it every ·so often. reviewing country albums. Sorry,
I only heard one song off of Manic but I try to review music with some
Nirvana, and liked it, but I just trace of significant meaning, thanks
anyway. I'll admit, some country is
never got around to buying it.
Shame on me, I never picked . good, but it's time to break new
up on Led Zeppelin much, either. ground, because songs about booze,
Altogether, I've probably only adu~tery, drunken depression, and the
heard four or five songs of theirs. like get real old real fast. Don't deny
Sad,buttrue. Iusedtogetharassed it, I can quote lyrics.
Anyway, as for Robert Plant's
by underclassmen (mostly Doors
and Zeppelin junkies) who asked new album, Fate ofNations, what can
me why I don't review a Led l.ep- I say, I like it. It's deep, it's diverse,
pelin album, and I'd say, "Resur- and it travels along different musical
rect John Bonham, or at least re- roads. The opener, "Calling To
place him, release a new album You," displays rock with ·a sort of
and I'll review it." I review new Arabian twist, which is provided by a

violin solo by Nigel Kennedy.
,"Great Spirit" is deep and soulful,
while "Promised Land" is more
bluesy.
Other tracks worth a listen are
"If I Were A Carpenter," "29

anson
vs.
artin
Palms," "I Believe," and "Come
Into My Life."
This is a great album, maybe
even the best. Fate of Nations is a
good buy and a must-have for Plant
fans.
Well, unlike Martin, I've been a
big fan of Led Zeppelin for many

WASP's Crimson Idol is a hit
The last time WASP as a group
released an album was in 1989. The

alrum, entitled The Headless .Children sold quite well, and released a
somewhat succes.wl cover of Tho
Who's "The Real Me" as a single.
Now WASP no longer exists as a
band,sincetheirguitarist's
departure. However, lead
. vocalistandoossistBlackie
Lawless kept the name
irtact. He'sstillgotFrankie
Banali on drums, and
Banali is joined by Stet
Howland in the skins department. Lawlesshasalso
enlisted the help of Bob
Kulick (not to be confused
with younger brother
Bruce of KISS) on lead guitar.
This new alrum, The Crimson
Idol, isarockoperacompletelywritten
and composed by Lawless, and is
about three years in the making. Writing for the albwn began in September
ofl989,repearsalswentonfromApril
to JW1e of 1990, recading began in
July ofthe same year,~ lasted until
Februaryoflastyear. Thealbwnwas
released last year in some
countries, and W3Sl't made available
in the U.S. untilaboutthreeweeksago.

The opera is an atiobiographical ac-

COlUlt of Lawless' life. He was the
proverbial "black sheep of the family,"
comlantly in the shadow of his older
brolher. Hedidn'tfitintohis family,~his
father's plans, and suffered an abusive
childhood. He ran away _at 16, and

simple sounds and tum them into
beautiful music with the power of
his voice. That is followed by the
track "Great Spirit" which really
caps off the whole feel and meaning in this album. And it does it in
one of the best flowing and strong
music I've heard in a-long time.
Plant also takes the time to do
a cover of the hit song "Ifl Were
a Carpenter'', which sounds a lot
different coming from the voice of
Robert Plant.
I have to agree with Martin
that this is a must have for Plant
fan's, but if you haven't been following his solo career this one
isn't the one you would want to
start out with. Go back and get
some of his first few solo albwns
and work your way to this one,
then you will really like it.
·••112

"MemorySong(HelloHello)"lends

a touch of dark and haunting sound to
the album.
The track "The Greatest Gift"
showcases the ability of Plant to take

Manson on Music
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,,. ·Well I got rid ofmy Poison Ivy1
l>utnowI'mso very hot! I work here
in: the news office over the weekend
and it seems thatthey turn off the airconditioning on the fourth floor over
the weekends. Now .as I set here
sweating like
writing this sfory
a pig at a Fourth of July cook-out,
and I'm not happy about it.'
Ifanyone would feel kind enough
to
donate
a small window air-condistruggled for years tobreakintothemusic Me."
to
myself
and 'fhe Chronicle
tioner
business. Before the release of his first
This album is a masterful work of
we
would
be
very grateful. Oli
staff;
album, he met a gypsy woman who told art. It's chilling, introspective, and the
if
you
feel
like
donating
an air-conhim his past and p-esent, but most fright- musical composition is unbelievable.
ditioner,
how
about
donating
a small
ening of all was her prediction of his It is definitely a work which will be
Thank-you.
also,
Please!
Microwave
future, and her advice wbich followed it: remembered for years to come, right
''Be careful what )OU wish for, because up there with other such great classic Manson.
Now, speaking of pigs, here is
it may come true." works as The Who's Tommy and
my
review of the new album from
Operation:
The albwn chronicies Lawless' rise Queensryche 's
the
power
trio ''Primus'' titled•' Pork
and fall, cbiven by his obses.5ion for · Mindcrime. Stuff like this doesn't
Soda''.
These
guys make music that
music. The opera opem with "The comeeveryday. Hey,itdoesn'teven
is
infatuatingly
bizarre, but all the
Titanic Overture,•' and continues through come once a year. Lawless is flawless
while
you
can
tell
these tlµ-ee fel"The Invisible Boy," "Arena of Plea- in this one. •••••
lows are exploding with talent.
The overall sound of this album
makes you feel like you've been
caught up in some kind of strange
U.S. Route 23 North
cartoon. Split up between , the
Two medium specialty
I .
P~mouth,Ohio
begining and end of this album is a.c<
pizzas--Pep. Lovers,
I "The newest country bar in mandolin
instrumental called '' Pork
Supreme or Meat Lovers
I
town!"
Chop's Little Ditty". Three other
Makia' II cru•!•
$ I I •99
M~kia' I& 1.-.•0•
I
instrumentals populate this albuin,
Under;new management
Valid only at participating Pizza Hut restaurants. Present when ordering.
"Wourided Knee", a bizarre "Hail ·
I
One coupon per person visit. Not valid with other dlscpunu or coupons,
Open 4pm-2am
I /20 cent cash redemption value.
Pizza Hut. Inc.
I Come ~d see Flint perform Santa", and very long but wild
"HamburgerTrain".
Portsmouth and New BostQn Piua Hut I
live this weekend
'
The tracks' 'My _Name is Mud'',
"' -•.,
.. • l , :..:.
. _,., • :• '· .- ,. . t
- - .::. .:. - -- .: ... - - . - ... -:,,

·-~-------------------~
Pizza Hut
:
I
I

sure," and "Cllain.saw Clwlie (Murders In The New Morgue)," a soog
about the man who got Lawless his first
record deal. Then comes ''The Gypsy
Meets the Boy," about the encounter
with the aforementioned gypsy
woman, and "Doctor Rockter."
The second side begins to tell ofLawless' rise
to staroom,a period during
which the pain inside him
is tearing him apart. "I
Am One" and "The Idol';
are descriptive ofthis time.
Then comes the major ballad "Hold On To My
Heart,•• and the album
coniestoaclosewith "The
Great Misconceptions of

years, and I have followed Robert
Plant through his growth through his
solo albums. With this in mind I can
say that Fate ofNations is one of the
best of Plant's solo albwns.
With this album Plant shows a lot
of maturity in his music and in the
meaning in his lyrics. The album starts
on a hi_gh note with the track '' Calling
to You•' and then flows into the track
"Down to the Sea". the life of this
album comes to life with the track
"Come to My Life" l!,lld then is
strongly followed by the track '.'I Believe" .
The track "29 Palms" provides
the up-beat ballad sound and is just
simply good to listen to. The track

"Welcome to This World'\
and "Bob'• set the stage for 11
wild trip through this album.
Some of the ones to,get a good
Boy'\
listen to are
"The Air is Getting Slippery", and my favorite and
title track to the, album ''Pork
Soda''. And let's not forget
the third part of the
Fishermaq.'s Chronicles,
"The ol' Diamondback Sturgeon'' .
With ••Pork Soda" Primus
has made a great follow up to
their fast album. **•I /2

''Nature

GRADE SCALE

Excellent - •• •• •
Great- ••••

Good-•••
Fair-••
Poc,r.;., t

I would like to thank Tim
Shephard and Shephard• s
Sound Works, I 003 GaHia St.
for providing me with music
for review. All these albums
and many more are available
at Shephard• s,
Oh Please! I need cooling!
Such sweet cooling!

Philip Thieken is titJ UC
Entertainment Editor · .·
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( ·News o:C the -World )
Complied By
BIii Holmes
UC Editor-in-Chief

ity is truthful. Ask the FBI about·
FC. They have heard of us. We
will give information about our
goals at some future time. Right
now we only to establish our identity and provide an identifying
number that will ensure the authenticity of any further commu-

are defaulting on student loans is Minister Tariq Aziz have reached
decreasing according the Depart- a compromise over monitoring two
ment of Education. The govern- Iraqi missile installations. This
ment quotes that amount of de- agreement alleviated the threat of
University
faults for the Federal Family a potential military strike by WestEducation loans have decreased em allies against the government
(New Haven) Last week a Yale
from 22.4 percent in Fiscal Year Saddam Hussein according to
(FY 1990) to 17.5 percent FY 1991. Ekeus.
University computer science proEkeus told the. Western media
The FFE loans were forfessor, David Gelernter, was critically injured in an explosion of a
mally known as Guar- that he was pleased with Iraq's
anteed Student Loans. compromise. However, he did not
letter bomb. The bomb exploded
in the heart of the computer sciThese who have de- explain in detail what areas the
faulted on their loan cost compromise covered. He pnly
ence center ofthe New Haven camUnited States' taxpay- stated,"Ourassessmentofthe Iraqi
pus. The 38 year-old instructor,
ers over 2.5 billion this paper was it contained some posiwho is the director of computeryear. The reduced num- tive elements, and I would like to
related undergraduate studies, was
bers have saved over a highlight the first element in the
hospitalized for severe injuries to
paper which contains the statebillion dollars.
his body, face, and hands. Gelernter
is widely known for creating the
However,
the ment that Iraq is ready to comply
computer language known as
amount of money that is with the monitoring ... under (U.N,
Linda, which is named after Linda
owed is still increasing Security Council) Resolution
rapidly. Trusteeship, a 11 5.'' The final acceptance of the
Lovelace a pornography star.
college journal, reported agreement rests with U .N. SecuThe bombing is believed to be
that over 2.5 billion.was rity Council.
linked to 12 over bombings of colEkeus stated that their were
owed in 1990 and aplege campuses and companies that
proximately 3.3 billion many problems still needed ironed
occurredbetweentheMay25, 1978
and February 10, 1987. All but one
nications between us. Keep this in 1991. According their analysis out to ensure Iraq honored the terms
of the bombs detonated have caused
number secret so that no one else most individuals who are defaulted of the 1991 Persian Gulfwar ceaseinjuries and only one has been
canpretendtospeakinourname." on their loan •' are not deadbeats; fire. He also stated that he was
deactivated. Police believe it is
After the message a nine digit mMt defaulters simply can't pay." unable to determine if Iraq was
also linked to a letter bomb that
number was given.
Most of the defaulters are those dismantling its weapons of mass
arrived at the home of a professor
Thisstringofletterbombshave who left college without attaining a destruction according to the U.N.
at University of California last
injured 2.1 people sine~ 1978. One degree. This group on a·vc:ragt: Resolution 687. Iraq had threatTuesday. In that bombing, the 59
victim, Hugh Campbell Scrutton, makes 65 percent less than those ened not to comply with the resowho owned a Sacramento, CA · who attain a degree or attend voca- lution if sanctions were not lifted
year-old geneticist Charles Epstein,
computer rental shop was killed tional training. As students from from the country. ·
who heads the University of
Iraq continues to call for _an end
California's Division of Medical
by -the detonation on December low income families need to borGenetics, lost several digits and
row more money to attend college to the economic sanctions that was
11, 1985.
was left with a broken arm and
One bomb detonated in the and as they default this increases put on Iraq for invading the Emirr.=============================================:::::;i cargo section of a American Air- the amount owed. Furthermore, the ate of Kuwait. Aziz told the Iraqi
lines' passenger plane. The fight increased amount of students who masses over state radio,' 'We claribetween Chicago and Washington need to borrow money to attend fied from our side the causes that
Iraq consider infringe on its soverwas forced to make an emergency college.
eignty,
independence, security, and
The government states that imlanding and 12 passengers were ·
interests
of its people, and espeproved and tougher methods of
treated for smoke inhalation.
cially,
the
continuity of the unjust
dealing
with
schools
that
have
stuThe last bombing, before the
Three R~an studeoo; and aprofe&50r from Nizlmy
latest string, was Salt Lake City, dents with a lot of bad loans for the _siege on Iraq."
The first weapons inspection
Utah on February 20, 1987. The fewer defaults.
Novgorod State University (NNSU), an SSU sister imtituteam arrived in Iraq this week.
bomb was placed ina burlap bag in U.N.
tion, will spend the 1993 Quarter here. The students
Sources.: Associated Press,
the parking lot ofCAAMS Inc., a
company that deals in computer
USA Today, Reuters~New York
will housed in the ~dent donm--each having a U.S.
sales and service. The bomb ex(Baghdad, Iraq) U.N. envoy Times, Cox News Service, an
ploded
between two parked cars Rolf Ekeus, who is chair of the CNN, World Press Review,
student as a roommate.
and maimed Gary Wright. an em- U.N. Special Commission on elimi- Time Magazine, Newsweek,
Although the selection ofthe SSU students to spend the
ployee.
nating Iraq's armaments of mass Washington Post, and Trusteewas an eyewitness at the destruction and Iraqi Deputy Prime ship.
Spring 1994 Quarter at NNSU will made in October, we Feb.There
1987 bombing. The witness
would like to identify NOW the students (likely to apply for observed a white male, approximately 25 to 30 years of age, place
consideration and participation in the Exchange Program)
the bag between the cars. The
A Sportsminded Male Who Cares
bomber is was either 6 '0 or slightly
who wish to explore the possibility of being a roommate to
shorter and weighed approximately·
About Kids
a R~ian exchange student.
165 pounds. Also the man had a thin
This Mom needs a young male to spend _4 to 6 hours a week
mustache and reddish blond hair.
Ifint~ed, pl~ contact Dr. Hagop S. Pambookian,
with her son. He needs a male to talk to and to teach him
sports. He is a wonderful kid but is starting to become self
Professor of Psychology and Coordinator of the Exchange
conscience of the fact he-does not mderstand sports.

letter
bomber reemerges

severe injuries to his torso. Epstein
is known for his study of Down
syndrome and other such defects.
Law enforcement agencies continue to search and make leads on
the case. However, there does not
seem to be an apparent motive or
pattern for the bomber, known as
Unibomb or the University Bomber. The
only tie between the
cases seems to be
thatthetargets work
in areas involving
computers or other
high technology
fields. Police determined that Uni bomb
was behind the
bombings because
the individual(s)
uses "signature"
materials in the construction of the lethal devices.
The New York
Times received a letter, that was
postmarked before the explosion
occurred. The letter stated, "We
are an anarchist group calling ourselves FC [in the 70's and 80's FC
as a signature ofthe bomber]. Notice that the postmark. on the envelope precedes a newsworthy event
thatwillhappenaboutthetimeyou
will receive the letter, if nothing
goes wrong. This will prove that
we knew about the event in advance, so our claim ofresponsibil-

Roommates for
Russi.an Students Needed

re

and Iraq
forge compromise

Fall

re

Needed

Program in the Business~ Room 129 or phone 355-
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way to·disseminate infonnation to.the stu- · comumer, even in a state agency, produc~
dents, leaves them in the darlc. The student · tiooandserv:icesarehalted when demand
newspaper's purpose is to inform and pre- . ends. The student bodyis the demand that
vent that veil of darlcness from falling ..Th¢ provides:iobs at SSU and any other instinewspaperwouldbe failing to live up to its .· tutionofhigherleaming. The students are
responsibilitytothestudents. TheChronicle provided an education, but the students
willnotbejudgedin 1993,lilremanyothers also provide employment for the many
including the Studert Senate in 1990, as administrators and faculty oo campus.
inactive~complacent duringthelastnego- This is, to borrow a biological term, a
tiations that led to a strike.
symbiotic or reciprocal relationship.
Asedikx'of11ieCl,ronide Ihavebeen
Iri many ways the University is a
given and aca:pt the ~ibility to help similar organism. We find that the facensure that student rights are not infringed ulty provides the mental aspect (teaching
upon. And my staff agrees with that deci- and innovation), the administration prosion and suppcB'ts our role in the prQCeSs:. ·vides the physical aspect (canying out
Other student leaders on campus and the running of the University), and the
myself reed to join together to assure that spiritual or metaphysical area is the stuthe students are informed
.
· . dentwhogivesitareasooforbeingorits
TheyarethereasonwhytheUnivemty cosmology.
e~ in this market economy. Without a··
I wish to make three proposals and I

hope that the parties involved will understand my reasoning. I am a direct representative of the students; My boss is neither the University nor the SPA, it is the ·
studentbody. 'Ihisiswhylamreacting. If
both sides do not inove to. infoon the
students they will both be perceived as
veiled in secrecy and rumors of conspiracywillescalate. Therefore I propose:
·· First, that leaders or chosen delegates
report oil negotiatioos in a fair manner,
giving newsworthy material and views to
local press agencies. When 1·say newsworthymaterialamlspeakingofprogress,
initiatives, proposals, etc. The accounts
should not include personal assaults or
budding vendettas. hmequivocably state,
on my honor, that if such materialis
included it shall be edited The students
want infonnation, not simplistic attacks..

Sa:ond, l propose that student groups ml conflict is their own. Attorneys represent the
representativesmeetbscboouledsummitsto ' SEAaootheA.dministration, weonlyhaveour
discuss ways to aid students. It is very impor- sire aoocoosumer value as our power. Do not
tant to be preparoo in case of strike. In I990, underestimatethepowerthatstudents~
there was little planning aoo chaos prevailed. Students paid $7.1 million to keep this instituSmall student action groups fonned, but were tion running which translates into over a quarmiorganii.ed The official bodies were coma- ter of the University's operaung l'eYelll1e b
tose. If infrastructure is established in the 1992. We 0000 to useourpcl'Ml'aoo act as our
swruner there will be an efficient system by own lobbyists. It is the job of the students to
Fall ifall parties will worlctowardacommon ensure that their leaders are ooing the job that
goal.
they expect. If they are oot ,then infunn them
·. ·
Third, the students 0000 to establish a ml opt for change.
news agency f~ the express purpose of gathIfthe student body is wipiepabxl it will be
ering information on the negotiations ml ona our own fault The stucblt leadership of 1993
strikeifitbappens.Aseditorof7he01T011tcle will beviewedwith thesameoostility as it wu
l would be willing to plaa: this under our in 1990. We must set a precedent the future,
auspices, An intelligence gathering agency is
NofingerscanbepointedattheUniversity
vital toany group 'ssuccessand in particular to ortheSEAf~forgettingus,bocauseweforgot
inform its constituents, the student body.
O!U$elves and waited bothers to rise in our
The only side students soould take in this bebalf.

'"I"'h.e -U-II.i_~e:rsi_ty Ch. :re> II.I c I e
LASSIFIEDS, PERSONALS, BUY AND 'SELL JTEMS
$1°° FOR 30 WORDS, PAYMENI' IN ADVANCE .
.
CALL

[_·__._P_e_r_s_o_n_a_l_s_,__] [_:_____-r,
__.__Y_.P_<i_$_t_s_:"__·___·•__.__]
SWM desires companionship with
member of opposite sex between 24--

Will type essays, term papers, etc.,
$1.00 per page. Call 353-0354. Ad.
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for three weeks yet I'm already in low with
you. I want to be with you. I want you to be
mine. l'd low to haw you forever.- DD. Ad

Part-time Retail Sales Position is
open at the Portsmouth Kenrick's Catalog Showroom. The opening is in the

r. O~ga11iiati&n$ >] ~~:!:~~~!::;~=~
Attention slngles!!Are you tired
of being alone? Looking for something different'? Join The Singles Club.
Many activities for people looking
for new friends and those interested
in fun activities. Members range from
17-87 years old. More than 60 current
members. Call KAREN AUSTIN at
614-354-321 l ifnoanswerleavemessage. Ad.
No n-d e no mi natlo nal Bible
Study. Mondays at 12:00 Noon
Founder's Room, University Center. Students, Faculty, and StaffWeicome. Sponsored by SSU Campus
Ministry. Ad.
Looking for folks to play pick-up games
of street hockey on rollerblades. Age and
experience ooesn'tmatter. See Dr. Tony Dzik
in Business Annex l33~call355-2326.Ad

[. ItemS 10r SclI e .]
Nintendo Gameboy for sale cheap!
Includes 6 cartridges, game light w/
magnifier. Call 353-2037.

DO YOU HAVE BROKEN CD
CASES? SlightlyusedCDcasesfursale.

Whypay$1.50orderingnewones?Used
CD Jewel boxes for only $0.75! Contact
Philip "Manson" Thicken in the newsroo Massie 4I l or call 355-2278 .

I

d
.
C 0 rreS po n en Ce

I love and miss you all It's lonely in
Kentucky. If anyone wants a friend or
penpal Write me: Daniel Stewart P.O. Box
1026, Evarts, Ky. 40828. Ail letters we!-

• come.Ad

sible. Computer skills are preferred.
Apply in person to John Clayton at
K~ck's Catalog Showroom at the
cornerofSecondandJeffersonStreets.
Teaching positions open with the
Ohio Department of Education. Contact: Personnel Department, Room
1012, 65 South Front Street, Columbus, OH 43266-0308. See SSU's Career Services Office for complete listings and descriptions of the positions
The Spelman & Johnson Group
are taking resumes for Director of Admissions at Wentworth Institue ofTechnology in Boston, MA; Bursar at the
Illinois Institute ofTechnology in Chicago; and Assistant Director of Career
Education at Bently College in Boston,
MA. Qualified applicants should send
resume to: William Spelman, President, c/o Spelman & Johnson Group,
296 Bridge Road, Northampton, MA,
O1060·
Teachers needed in the areas of
Comprehensive English, Reading, Library Media, Math 7-12, Comprehensive Science, Phys. Ed K-12, Health,
and Head Varsity Girl's Basketball
Coach.Multiplecertificateswelcomed.
Send resume to Thomas P. Coyne, Supt.
of Fairlawn Local schools, 18800
Johnston Rd., Sidney, OH 45265. Phone
(513) 492-1914.
8th Grade Math & Social Studies
Teachers needed. Elementary certification is required. Contact Karl Van
Deest, principal, Licking Hts. Middle
School, 6539 Summit Road, Summit
Station, OH 43073.

355-2278 OR MAssrn 411

Columbiana County Board of
1
bea~~~ t=~~:~:;::w~~~~ Education has the following vacanPerfect 5.1 knowledge helpful. No cies to teach Gifted/falented; Teacher
shorthand required. Send resume to of Severe Behavior Handicapped (high
school);Speech & Language PatholoKim Peadon, Office Manager, gist (preschool and school age). Submit
Kincaid, Cultice & Geyer, SON.- 4th resume to Anna Marie Vaughn, DirecStreet, Zanesville, OH 43701.
tor of Special Education, Columbiana
COTA- full and part-time po- County Office of Education, 38720
sitions available. Send resume to Saltwell Road, Lisbon, OH 44432.
Senior Materials Scientist /EngiOccupational Therapy Services,
66446 Greenbrier Drive, St. neer needed. Needs knowledge of
injection molding resins, additives and
Clairsville, OH 43950.
colorants, materials and sources. Needs
Need help finding a job? Job experience in organizing and performseekers can now read thousands of ing scientifically valid experiments in
weekly job opportunities advertised laboratory and production environin Sunday newspapers from across ments. Able to effectively handle venthe country. The Career Services dor, plant and customer interactions.
Library recently subscribed to a ser- Displays the expertise and experiences
required to initiate and handle multiple
vice that compiles "help wanted" ads
and-complex projects with minimum
from 64 cities and publishes them on supervision. Person in position will typi- ·
microfiche that is deliveredweekly cally have a technical degree related to
to the SSU library. Help wanted ads this work and at least five years of
are complete and unedited, provid- experience in the field. Send or Fax
ing full-time job opportunites for resume to Paul Tait of Dunhill of Toboth white and blue collar, as well ledo, Inc., 5461 Southwyck Blvd,, Suite
as experienced and entry level posi- 21, Toledo, OH: Fax (419)-865-2398.
Paramedic needed for temporary,
tions.
full-time employment. Must live
Various government service within 30 minutes of Chillicothe. Conpositions - Contact the Personnel tact Mike Haller, Haller Ambulance
Department of the Office of Person- Service, 1992 South Paint Street, Chillinel Management, 200 West Second cothe, OH 4560 l. Phone: (614) 773Street,Room507,dayton,OH45402. 2149.
Computer Operator - creating and
For more information and a full job
managing
reportsAS400computer system.
listing contact SSU Career Services
Required to manage fonn generation on
Office.
system printers, help users manage output.
Anyone interested in a career Help in minor equipment problems, •deas an athletic trainer, please come velop basic program skills using RPI. Send
to the athletic office located in the resume to Mike Midkiff, Logan CorporaActivities Center. SSU can train you · tion, P.O. Box 58, Huntington, WV 25706,
for a challenging and rewarding ca- Fax.(304)526--4747.
reer.
Secretarial pqsltlon open - conSSU Students interested in a ca- sists of general office duties and computer knowledge. Those experienced
reer in journalism should gain valu- in WordPerfect are preferred. Send
able experience and college credit by resume to Jean Gilcher, Office Manworking for The Olronicle. Contact ager, Muskingum Area Adolesence
BillHolmes,UCEclitorinMa$ie411 Treatment Service, P.O. Box '636,
or call 355-2278.
Cambridge, OH 43725
1
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Gndaate Assistantship, Environmental Specialist - The Ashland University Environmental Office requests
applications for this position which will
continue a program addressing Ashland University's campus-wide energy
conservation, recycling and environmental education efforts. Upon meeting the entrance requirements of one of
the University's three graduate schools:
Husiness Administration, Education, or
the Seminary, the applicant will receive a tuition waiver, housing and
other compensation. Candidates have a
bachelor's degree in a related field.
Applicants need to submit a reswne,
personal and professional references,
and a brief gynopsis of their philosophy
concerning energy conservation to
Matthew D. Portner, Ashland Environmental Specialist, Environmental Office, Ashland University, Room 313,
Amstutz Hall, Ashland, OH 44805.
Phone (419) 289-5941.
NRA Internship OpportunitiesThe National Rifle Association (NRA)
is seeking interns forthe National Tours
and Clinics Department. The National
Tours and Clinics Department develops, promotes and manages the Great
American Hunters Tour(GAHl) which
travels throughout the country. Renowned speakers and hunting experts
are brought to hunters nationwide, to
share hunting tips and expert advice.
Currently being developed is the 1994
Great American Hunters Tour which
will be visiting I00 cities in 48 states.
Two types of internships are being
offered: Production interns and planning and development interns. For
more detailed information, contact-the
Office of Career Services. To apply,
send a resume; a personal statement
indicating how this internship will
enrich your academic experience and
how you can contribute to this program, and two faculty references to:
National Rifle Association, National
Tours and Clinics, 1600 Rhode Island
Avenue.NW, Washington.DC 200363268. Application deadline is October 15, 1993 .
I
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Explorer's receive
first pick

The Explorers got first pick in
the supplementary draft and
drafted a pitcher. The supplemental draft was necessary because of
the folding of the West. Virginia
Coal Sox and the Tri-State Tomahawks. The order ofselection was
determined by a random drawing.
Portsmouth was followed by
Oullicothe, z.anesviUe, Kentucky,
Lancaster, and Ohio Valley.
Portsmouth's rost.er now stands at
19 players going into the draft.
Pitching has not been a strong
point for the Explorers through 14
games. The pitchers have walked
nearly one runner per inning, and
have a miserable ERA of 6.41.

Explorer's sign
# I draft choice

The Explorers first. round draft
selection is Rob Jackson, formerly
of the West Virginia Coal Sox.
Jackson isa native ofTignall, GA;
and has an outstanding ERA of
1.64, a 2-0 record and was named
the-Frootier League Pitcher of the
Week after winning in his first. two
starts. Portsmouth also drafted
pitcher Paul Miller, catcher/outfielder Shawn Ramion and second
baseman Rob Grimes. Miller is 12 and has an ERA of 2.25 with
three st.arts. Ramion is hitting a
remarkable .474 in 33 trips to the
plate, while Grimes average is
.400 in 40 trips with 11 steals in 11
games. All four players came
from the now defunct Tomahawk
organization. Overall, 15 players
were signed by five teams, with
Ohio Valley choosing not to participate in the supplemental draft.

Umpires quits
League

An umpire of the Frontier
League has quit the league due to
players directing colorfµl meta-

By Mark Bauer
UC Sports Writer

phors at him during a game he officiated a few weeks ago. Henotified
the. league regarding his decision
and said this was the worst foul
language he has heard in his history
as a baseball umpire. Another umpire called it quits for health reasons.
The Frontier League's front office
has no policy concerning physical
conduct for players ~ . umpires.
Coaches and players are fined $25
each time they are ejecteci and wnpires must fill out incident forms.
The length of games was a second
reason cited in both. resignations.
The umpires were required to dress
in the parking lot and sometimes
wentwithoutwaterduringthe games.

Frontier League
splits season

The League has· once again
changed formats, agreeing to split
the season and the division again.
The latest change was bmught on by
the folding of the Goal . Sox•and
Tomahawk organizations due to fi~
nancial difficulties. The first half.of
·the season.will end Augustl, and the
second half on August 28. Division
winners from both.halves will meet
in the post-season playoffs. A vote
on league commissioner 13ud Bickel
did not materialize and the commissioner has been difficult to contact
since the two teams folded. The
Frontier League's front office has
been moved to Portsmouth.

Two Explorer's
players cut

Chris Rebman and Clint West
have been cut from the team to
make room for Portsmouth's
supplementary draft picks.
Rebman was the 37th player taken
in the initial draft. He had an ERA
of 8.57 in six and a third innings of
work. West signed on after an
individual tryout and appeared in
just one game, pitching four innings and giving up three earned
runs.
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Frustration in the eyes of a sinking league

Frontier League notes

By Mark Bauer
UC Sports Editor

SHAWNEE ST.ATE IJNJYE8SITY
940 SECOND S'IREET
PORTSMOUTH, OH 45662-4344
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Two teams in ·the new Frontier
League have folded: the West Virginia
CoalSoxandtheTri-StateTomahawks.
Both teams cited financial difficulty
and lack offan support as the announcement was made just weeks into the
inaugural season. Financial losses were
est.imated at $50,000 for each team. A
meeting was held in Chillicothe to discuss the handling of the situation.
A new format reduced the league to
one division, in which teams will play
a slightly modified schedule of 52

games. In the new version, the
Explorers are in the cellar with a
record of 5-9, trailing the division
leading Kentucky Rifles by four
complete games.
Players from both defunct
squads will be paid for the partial
seasons they completed. Team
members in the league were guaranteed $625 for the two-month season. The 40+ players from the
disbanded teams still have a chance
to play. The six remaining teams
can extend their rosters to 22 play-

ers and draft players as they
want.
Portsmouth is ahead on the
financial side of things. Averaging 605 fans per game, the
Explorers have their finances
under control and are prepared to
lose money. To operate the Explorers for this season will cost
about $100,000. Each team is
financially independent within
the Frontier League, except for a
franchise fee of $3,000 paid at
the st.art of the season.

cross-up between Ramionandmanager Keith Throckmorton became
costly as the Scout's Butch Smith
knocked a homerun to left field.
The Explorers got on the
scoreboard in the bottom of the
inning, on a Matt Kennaw double.
The fifth inning saw more errors
committed by Portsmouth. J\fter
two batters got on, the bases were
loaded by an error committed by
third baseman Scott McGinnis. Pat
0 'Conner came back with a double,
followed by a sacrifice by Butch
Smith. Rick Scruggs was walked
on purpose to set up a planned
double play to end the inning, but
hit a grounder to second base. The

relay throw pulled Matt Kennaw
off the first base bag and the
runner scored from third, allowing the Scouts to~ a 6-2 lead.
The Explorers came back
with two more runsoffWill Ertel,
on back-to-back RBI hits by
Kennaw and Rick Bender. The
Explorers were looking to break
it open with baserunners at first
and second and two outs. Shawn
Ramion hit a long drive to left,
but the outfielder made a great
catch to rob Ramion of a hit off
the wall. Former UK pitcher
Lorhn Frazier came on in relief
to pitch the final two innings to
get the save for the Scouts.

Same old Explorers, some new blood===

By Mark Bauer
UC Sports Editor

The Explorers dropped a heartbreaker to the Lancaster Scouts 6-4 in
full view of 228 fans at Branch Rickey
Park. Debuting for Portsmouth was
pitcher Rob Jackson, second baseman
Rob Grimes and last. but not least catcher
Shawn Ramion, all of whom came over
from the now defunct Tri-State Tomahawks and the West Virginia Coal Sox.
Grimes got two singles in five at
bats, Ramion threw out three base st.ealers and Jackson gave up four runs in
eight innings and fanned ten batters.
Jackson (2-1) motored through the first
two and a third innings before having
pitching problems. He had two strikes
on Pat O 'Conner before beaning him. A

Explorers losing strea~ at three

The Explorers continue to find new
ways to lose a ball game. Portsmouth fell
behind early in the game on a 3-0 Redcoats
lead, tried to get over the peak but couldn't.
Kurt Thompson, the losing pitcher (1-2),.
walked the first batter of the game before
giving up two singles, making the score 10. Thompson struck out the next hitter
before giving up a sacrifice fly to center
field. The third run came offa line shot that
bounced offthird baseman Scott McGinnis'
mitt.

The Scouts added anotherrun when
JefTSmithhitasolo home run over the
left field fence in the third. The Explorers narrowed the lead to 4-3 in the
fifth when Portsmouth brought home
two runs off three Lancaster miscues
and two bases on balls. In the sixth
inning, the Explorers missed a golden
opportunity to tie the game when
McGinnis was gunned down at the
plate by the Scouts' left fielder, Brian
McClain. McGinnis had reach second

base on a miscue and a sacrifice
bunt and tried to score on a single by
John Nunziato.
The Scouts scored again in the
eighlhinningoffrelieverChrisEckley,
who walked in a run The Explorers
retaliated with a run in the bottom of
the inning after a base on balls, an
error and two singles. Portsmouth
went three up, three down in the ninth.
Mark Bauer is the UC Sports
Editor.

